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ROUTE 66  Road 68, comparing 
two structures.
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A ”simple” question from a friend in our 
northernmost region: 

Will this 
work? 

Instead of 
designed? 

35 mm wearing course
50 mm binding course

130 mm recycled basecourse 
with soft binder (ÅAMJAG)

80 mm Base

420 mm subbase

200 mm frost 
protection layer when 
subground is silty

80 mm recycled 
basecourse with soft 
binder (ÅAMJAG)
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Object:

In a report from VTI ( Said, Hakim and Jacobson)  a design 
procedure was outlined for layers with soft binders.

They used lab-results for E-moduli and fatigue-
characteristics for asphalt gravel with soft binder.

They also used time periods from ”measured” AC-
temperatures instead of seasons.

I have  tried to apply the procedure for the question asked.
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”The concept”: ( don’t blame VTI)

Temp.data from 
a close weather-station with

a full year measurement

Calculate the E-moduli at
the interval ± 2,5 ° C

using
lab-results for the different

bound layers

Calculate in depth-temperatures
using ”Bell3” algoritm

(no access to 
VTI-method/Hermansson, 

-probaby better)

Sort it at temp-intervals 
and seasons

( E-mouli for unbound layers 
according to

ATB VÄG)
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Calculate the stress and 
strains in the bottom of
the bound layers and

on the top of the 
subground

for the different intervals and the
different seasons (unbound layers)

(Thank You programmer for 
the batch-running option)

Calculate the allowed
number of ESALS

using the fatigue characteristics
from the report with
a shift factor of 10 

Compare the different 
constructions
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Summed for 20 years: 2,9 * 106

AADTk: 1250 vehicles pr lane
20% heavy (≥ 3,5 ton)
2% growth/ year
Average # of eq_std.axles /heavy vehicle (B) =1,3

Traffic load:
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E-moduli used for 
”standard” layers ( =MS 
in ATB VÄG)
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E-moduli used for ÅAMJAG
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Season

Temp 
interval

# of days

E AC

E AC

E ÅAMJAG

E Base

E Subbase

E frost pr. 
Lay

E Subground

Cases
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Fatigue relation for AC with soft binder
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Example of calculation of number of allowed ESALS

( Miner’s hypothesis)
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Drawbacks?
• There was a gap for 1 month in the temp-recording.

I used an airtemp-recording and assumed a linear relation to estimate 
the in-depth temperatures for that month.

• What E-moduli would I use for unbound layers and 
subground?

I used the values stated in our design-system

• I assumed MJAG was equal to ÅAMJAG

•This could be a rather rough assumption
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Results:
No construction good enough!

• Constr. with 80 mm ÅAMJAG: 1,5 *106 ESALS
• Constr. with 130 mm ÅAMJAG: 2,03 *106 ESALS
• Requiered:  2,9 *106

The answer were given along with a few 
reservations – of course:

thick layers with soft binder, compaction, few 
data for the model and so on….
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Final Questions:

• Should the temperatures be measured over a whole year on a number of VVIS-
stations?

• Could we be more adequate when deciding moduli?
• Could we apply an analytic/empiric method for low volume roads?
• What criteria should be used on low-volume roads?

Thank You !
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